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It was the dark winter months of 2020 

in the Highlands of Scotland… 

…and a lonely internet marketer (me) was, quite 

frankly, up shit creak… 

 

I was deep in depression. I was on medication, are 

suffering deeply from grieving the loss of my father, 

and my business was in disarray. 

 

To try and pull yourself out of a hole like this is 

incredibly difficult. 

 

When you've lost all hope, all interest and all 

motivation for life. 

 

It's from this dark place that I had an epiphany 

about why some people succeed and why some people 

fail. 

 

I'll be totally honest with you. It was never my 

intention to create a report about the ultimate 

success secret. This started out as a personal 

journey that I've been on for the past 22 years. 

 

And it all culminated in the huge downturn that I've 

just explained to you, and how I managed to get out 

of that to amazing effect in a very short period of 
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time. 

 

In fact, the past 12 months have probably been the 

most successful months in my business and life so 

far. 

 

And considering this came from a standing start 

suffering from depression, grief, and long COVID pays 

testament to the secret I'm about to share with you 

 

Can you imagine if you were a 10 out of 10 motivation 

at all times? Never down on yourself never doubting 

anything and never lacking energy, commitment or 

drive.  

 

This is what it's like when you unlock the ultimate 

success secret… 

 

How To Unleash An Unending Supply Of 

Motivation, Energy And Money 

 

People think motivation is a one-trick pony, that you 

start with a motivation, for example money and that 

this single motivation will get you across the finish 

line.  
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They believe that a single motivation is enough to 

drive you from complete newbie to complete success. 

 

Bzzzt. WRONG-O! 

 

The reality couldn't be further from this incorrect 

perception. 

 

The truth is you need multiple motivations. Not only 

simultaneously to keep driving you forward at all 

times, but also different motivations depending on 

the phase of your internet marketing career.  

 

Money may seem like a huge driver for you when you 

first get started. But it's not enough. For most 

people, it doesn't even get them out of the gate.  

 

5 Tell-Tale Signs You Need To Unlock 

This Ultimate Secret… 

 

#1. You regularly hit the snooze on your alarm clock.  
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#2. You often suffer from energy dips throughout the 

day and throughout the week.  

 

#3. Whenever you're faced with adversity, you have a 

feeling or ask yourself why everything is always 

against you. 

 

#4. If you're being truly honest, you sometimes blame 

others or circumstances or the world for how 

difficult things get and why they are this way. 

 

#5. When things are going well, you are full of 

motivation. But when you start hitting hurdles, you 

start procrastinating, coming up with excuses not to 

do things and projects end up taking longer or never 

get completed at all. 

 

 

What I realised, during my darkest hour, is that the 

motivation that gotten me to that point, prior to 

everything collapsing around me, was not going to 

work to get me out of that current situation. 

 

This is when I realised the single most important 

thing that determines your success or failure in 

business and life is your CHOICE of motivations. 
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Now, I don't mean motivation by some loose term about 

how fired up you are or how driven you are or how 

much you want something. 

 

Although those things are important, instead what I 

mean is, what is the reason for you wanting to win. 

 

Initially when we start out in business, our reason 

for wanting to win is usually money. 

 

People are money driven, and they want to get more 

money or avoid poverty. 

This may be because your job is too low paid. Maybe 

you are deep in debt or maybe you have aspirations of 

wealth or living a rich lifestyle or retirement. 

 

If You Use Money As Your Motivation 

You Will Not Get Very Far 

The problem with the money motivation is it will only 

get you so far. 

 

And as I started thinking more about the different 

motivations that I had, I realised I developed 

something quite unique. 

 

I developed a framework of different motivations that 
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I could call upon at different times for different 

circumstances. 

 

This means if one motivation was no longer serving 

me, or no longer firing me up and providing the 

energy and drive that I needed to achieve my goals. I 

could fall back on one of the other motivations I'd 

created. 

 

Now this only works in one direction, you need to 

have the motivations set in place first, before you 

then embark on the journey and that's why this 

document is important. 

 

When I refer first revealed this strategy to my high 

level coaching clients, people were blown away. 

 

For the longest time, people really felt that the 

only motivation for wanting to succeed in business 

was either money or status. 

 

In fact, when I put the question to my followers on 

Facebook, about the number one reason why some people 

fail and some people success, there were wildly 

different answers. 

 

And nobody guessed the right answer.  
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Good (But Wrong) Guesses About What 

You Need To Be Successful 

 

• Belief 

• Mental discipline 

• Intelligence 

• Goal setting 

• A proven system 

• Mindset 

• Getting started 

• A mentor 

• Attitude 

• Discipline 

• Sales 

• Being focused 

• Taking consistent action 

• Planning 

 

All of these things are, of course, vitally 

important. 

 

But none of them can be achieved unless you tap into 

the right motivation at all times. 
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When you use the right motivation (and you need these 

in place BEFORE you embark on the journey), then 

everything else happens AUTOMATICALLY. 

 

Having the right motivation is they to EVERYTHING. 

 

Can I Ask You A Personal Question? 

 

On a scale of 1 to 10, what is your motivation level 

right now? 

 

Where 1 is, “I cannot be bothered to get out of bed” 

and 10 is “I don't have time to sleep and I'm 

extremely motivated” - where are you right now? 

 

What is your motivation level right now?  

 

Be honest.  

 

If you’re being honest, like most people who answer 

this question when I ask them – you are probably 

around a 6 or 7. 
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And what happens with motivation (until you apply the 

Ultimate Success Secret) is it will it basically 

waxes and wane. 

 

i.e. it goes up and down depending on the time of 

day, your sleep patterns, what you eat, what happens 

to you and even the weather! 

 

You might feel this is beyond your control, but I'm 

give you some tactics that prove that it's not.  

 

The hilarious thing about this up and down of 

motivation is that this can happen in a year, in a 

month, week or even a day,  

 

And you don't have to be bipolar for this to happen. 

Like sometimes literally just like wake up and you're 

like; 

 

“I'm totally pumped now. Let’s make shit happen!” 

 

And then later that day, something will happen. And 

it just takes all the wind out of your sales. 
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And you just think: 

 

“Oh what, again? Why is this happening? Why me?” 

 

So what I wanted to go through is something that will 

help you avoid all the valleys of motivation. 

 

This way you can always operate at a higher level, 

get more stuff done, achieve your goals and BECOME 

UNSTOPPABLE! 

 

The Main Measure of Business Success 

Is Money - But How Do You Get It? 

 

Let's work it backwards from this.  

 

What gets that?  

 

Well, what gets that is effort. 

 

So then you start looking at it and say, well, why 

are people not putting the effort in, they know what 

to do? 
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They know how to do it, or at least they can get the 

information that shows them how to do it. So what's 

causing lack of effort? 

 

Well, what's causing lack of effort is desire,   

 

I mean, if you desired something so much, you know, 

if you were constantly a 10 of 10 in desire, the 

effort would be 10 out of 10. It'd never be a 

question.   

 

So then we reverse it back again and say, well, what, 

WHY is the desire not 10 out of 10? And that's where 

we look at motivation. 

 

If you can get the motivation set and do a deep dive 

into your personal motivation, then you can fix this.  

 

So that you have a higher level of desire, which 

creates a higher level of effort and output, which 

creates a higher level of results.  

 

Because ultimately it's not about any individual 

tactic in doing this or that.  It's about the effort 
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that you are able to put in - the energy that you are 

able to put in. 

 

The Messy Doodle That’s 

Made Me Millions 

 

 

 

Your Motivation Mix is in the middle of this diagram 

represented by the question mark. 

 

If you get your Motivation Mix right (HINT: you need 

ALL of them), it drives desire. It drives effort. So 

that things don't feel like effort. So it doesn't 

feel like work because you have all this other stuff 
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that's going on, that's driving you forward. It it's 

automatic.  

 

You don't have to fire yourself up. You don't have to 

drag yourself out of bed. You just burn and push 

through everything. You're unstoppable. It's like a 

juggernaut. Nothing can stop you.  

 

It's an amazing feeling.  

 

It's almost like it's beyond your control,  

 

Motivation #1. Money 

 

 

 

So the most obvious motivator is money.  Now money 

will only get you so far as a motivator. Now you 

might think, well, yeah, it'll get you to a point 

where you don't need it. And sure. Well, if you've 

got so much money that you don't need it, then it 

begs the question; 

What are you going to do with your life? 
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If that is your only motivation, what are you going 

to do?  

 

Because, and this is why a lot of lottery winners end 

up broke or in real serious problems, is because they 

haven't developed an infrastructure and a framework 

of other motivations around themselves. 

 

So they come into this money, but they're not a 

millionaire. They might have a hundred million in the 

bank, but they're not a an actual REAL millionaire. 

 

They haven't developed the contribution skills. They 

haven't developed the intellect. They haven't 

developed the networking ability. 

 

They're not used to this money. They don't know how 

to deal with it. So it burns away quickly or it just 

eats away at them. It screws them up.   

 

Money-motivation will only get you so far. And even 

quite often, it won't even get you to the level where 

you don't need it. And you know that because I'm sure 

that all of you got into internet marketing because 

of money, at least partially. 
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And you're not at this level 10 motivation all the 

time or, or very close to it are you? 

 

Because you're not on the bread line (you can eat, 

you have a roof over your heads) then having money as 

a motivation is not the best thing, because it's not  

a do or die thing. 

 

It is great to have more of it obviously, but it will 

only take you so far.  So as I go through these, I 

want you to think about how you can add more 

motivations so that you become this unstoppable force 

and it's not just money that's driving it.  

 

Motivation #2. Passion 

 

 

 

So the next one is kind of passion or a liking for 

what you are doing. 

 

It doesn't have to be that you love something. 
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Just doing stuff you like that doesn't feel like 

work.  

 

So shaping your business and shaping your daily 

activity around things that you actually enjoy more 

than others.  

 

I'm not saying that you're going to pick something, 

like internet marketing, and it's going to be as much 

fun as sitting on the sofa, eating a pizza and, and 

watching your favorite thing on Netflix. 

 

It'd be great if it were, but I'm just saying there 

will be things that you like to do more or dislike 

less than other things in internet marketing. 

 

And you need to migrate towards those and recognize 

what those things are. Because there are so many 

different ways to make money online that you can 

choose and migrate towards areas that are best suited 

to you and what you like. 

 

Whether that is writing, whether that is doing 

videos, whether that is training, whether that's 

presenting, whether that's doing research, whether 

it's more technical stuff or whatever.   
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Motivation #3. Friends & Family 

 

 

 

 

Friends and family. 

 

So this can be a wife, partner, husband, kids, 

whatever, or just friends and family that act as a 

motivation for you. 

 

A motivator outside of yourself.  

 

Anything that's internal to you like your money, your 

staff, your toys, your gadgets, your bank account is 

only going to get you so far.  

 

You need to have external motivators and friends and 

family is, is a good one for that.  Now as I go 

through these different motivations please note: 
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These are not either/or situations.  It's not a case 

of you choosing one of these. You need all of these, 

all of them.  

 

 

Motivation #4. The World 

 

 

 

 

This is the world. It looks like a balding man, but 

it's not, it's supposed to be the world. It looks a 

little bit like a sad one eye Hitler, but it's not, 

it's a globe, okay?  

 

So you need to have a motivation that's worldwide, 

which sounds grand… 

 

Uou might think; 

 

“Well, this is ridiculous. I thought we were talking 

about internet marketing here?” 

 

99% of internet marketers just don't get this. 
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And because they don't get it, they don't do the 

work. They don't put in the effort because it feels 

like work to them.  They haven't got this secret.  

 

They haven't worked out that if you have a motivation 

that's as rounded as what I'm sharing with you here, 

you will never struggle again - because you will just 

bust through everything because it, you have no 

choice. 

 

This “world-motivation” means asking; 

 

“How am I going to change the world? What am I doing 

that's actually going to have a positive impact on 

the world?” 

 

And I don't mean like everybody in the world's going 

to buy your ebook. But something that you're putting 

out there that has a ripple effect and can change 

multiple people's lives for the better.  

 

What is that? And how are you going to do that?  
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Because if you get this as an additional motivation, 

that is going to give you that added drive.  

 

So already, if you've got these extra motivations 

we’ve already covered - you're way ahead of the 

competition. 

 

Most entrepreneurs are just like; 

 

“Oh yeah, I just want to make some money. I’m gonna 

buy a car, get a bigger house and get rich.” 

 

But if you stack this up against somebody saying; 

 

“I need to do this for my friends, for my family. I'm 

going to build a school in Africa.  I'm going to get 

water for people in, in poor countries.  I'm focusing 

on what I love to do. I found a way to spend more 

time in business, doing what I enjoy.” 

 

Then boy of boy - you are already light years ahead 

of most people out there! 
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When they're getting they're drowning in the low 

motivation levels and not doing anything, you are 

still crushing it. 

 

When they're getting easily tripped up, you are just 

powering through. Because you've got all these other 

things and we're not even halfway through yet!  

 

 

Motivation #5. Death 

 

 

 

 

The next is death, as a motivator. What do you want 

to do in the time that you've got left?   

 

What legacy do you want to leave when you're gone?  

 

Again, this is not things that internet markets 

usually talk about. 
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Typically, it's not really something that ANYONE 

talks about, but it's a huge motivator,  And you need 

to tap into this… 

 

What do you want to do in the time you've got left? 

What do you want to be in place after you've gone?  

 

That's a motivator! 

 

If you're lying in bed on a Monday morning and we've 

got two people, one who's just motivated by money. 

And he is lying in bed. He's like; 

 

“Oh well I don't really need money. I can pay my 

bills. I'm not getting up. I'll I'll snooze my alarm 

clock.” 

 

On the other hand we’ve got a guy who has a complete 

Motivation-Mix who is like; 

 

“I want to build a school in Africa. I want to help 

people beat poverty. I want to help pay off my 

mortgage for my mom. I've probably only got about 30 

years left in my life and I want to leave a legacy 

for my kids.” 
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Then guess what? 

 

He's not hitting snooze on that alarm clock. No 

frickin’ way.  He’s leaping out of bed and firing on 

all cylinders every single day.  So death is another 

motivator.  

 

REMEMBER - You need all of these and you need to make 

them personal to yourself and customize them. 

Customize them to fit your specific plans or amounts 

or outcomes that are relevant to you.  

 

Motivation #5. Helping Others 

 

 

 

 

The next is helping people. 

 

This is supposed to be like a life ring here that I 

drew. I'm trying to represent each of these with a 

relatively simple icon.  
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Helping others can be a great motivation. 

 

Sometimes you might say to yourself; 

 

“I can't be bothered to do this. I don't need to do 

this, but other people need me.” 

 

And everybody in internet marketing is in that 

situation, no matter what your experience level. 

 

There are people losing sleep because they don't know 

what you know. 

 

There are people hurting right now, tearing their 

hair out that are trying to go through things that 

you have already gone through and successfully 

navigated.  

 

Think about that.  

 

You are miles ahead of hundreds of thousands, if not 

millions of people in the internet marketing journey.  
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You may not think it because you're looking ahead at 

who's ahead of you. But in terms of where you've 

come, there are people that are stuck in the coal 

face down here, you can help them.  They need your 

help.   

 

So that too can be a very powerful motivation. 

 

Motivation #6. Stuff 

 

 

 

 

Now this is kind of an obvious one which a lot of 

people lean heavily on at the start of their journey. 

 

Fast cars, bigger cars, bigger house holidays, you 

know, palm trees, - just physical stuff you can buy.  

 

Now I've put this as separate to money because money 

can and be quite a powerful driver on its own.  

 

For example - I love making money, but I don't 

actually do anything with it! It's kind of ironic.  
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I'm not big on that stuff. I don't buy massive 

houses. I buy investments. I buy property to invest 

in, but I'm not a showy person. I don't like fast 

cars. I don't just do that stuff. It doesn't do it 

for me.  

 

I just like to see the numbers go up. Even though I 

don't do anything with it, it's very, very weird and 

I'll probably never touch most of it. 

 

It'll just get handed down or whatever to 

generations. But it as a driver, I like it. I don’t 

know why - it's just a number. And if I do something, 

the number goes up. 

 

And this is why I say you've got a personalize it to 

yourself. 

 

Everybody has different motivations. 

 

You need to know yourself intimately and what makes 

you tick so you can trigger yourself in a positive 

way at every moment for maximum effort and action. 
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Maybe there is a thing that you want. Maybe there is 

a car that you've always desired or a house you’ve 

always wanted. And that's fine. I’m not judging. 

 

Use what works for YOU. 

 

They are there for you to use. 

 

Don't feel bad about any of this, about using any of 

this as your motivation.  

 

 

Motivation #6. Dark Energy 

 

 

 

 

Now this is a little bit of a left-field one.    

 

I thought about whether to include this one, or not 

(hence the asterisk!).  

 

It is very powerful, but it does come with a caveat.   
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This is about harnessing negative energy, dark 

energy, negative people, negative emotions, negative 

experiences. 

 

If you gimme a hundred entrepreneurs that are 

successful, I would bet, at least 90 of them have got 

some major personal issue in their past that they're 

using I to try and fill a void with.  

 

It could be, you know, childhood issues, parental 

issues, health issues, addiction issues, sibling 

issues, whatever.  There's something major that has 

screwed them up and they they've gone into 

entrepreneurship to try and fill that. 

 

And there's nothing wrong with that.  Maybe you have 

something that you're trying to compensate for or 

trying to fix? 

 

And again, as long as we recognize this for what it 

is, that is fine.   

 

I remember speaking to my cycling coach about this 

and we were talking about the people that were going 

out and smashing it and totally dominating and 

cycling. And we were like; 
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“What's going on with these guys? What are they 

doing?” 

 

The summary that we came to was that there is 

something inherently wrong with the most successful 

people! 😊 

 

Because they are driven to deeper and deeper levels 

by darkness in a lot of ways. You need to be aware of 

this. 

 

You need to use that to your advantage. 

 

During my amateur cycling career I went from newbie 

to competing at the World Championships in the space 

of about three years. 

 

And what I found is that the emotion that got me to 

dig deepest on the bike and dig into deeper pain 

levels and unlock effort levels that were otherwise 

unattainable - was anger.   

 

I even started making up stories in my head about how 

evil my competitors were.   
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I would imagine that they’d done something to my 

family or they were bad-mouthing me. 

 

I knew obviously it was made up, but it would really 

fire me up. 

 

Now the caveat is, like Star Wars on the dark side, 

it will eat you up, if you’re not careful. 

 

You have to use it with caution and use it sparingly. 

 

Part of the reason I got out of cycling was because I 

was doing this so often and it was highly effective 

in winning medals and, and winning races BUT… 

 

It was screwing me up. It was turning me into 

somebody that I'm not.  But the reason I include it 

here is because it is exceptionally powerful. If used 

in short doses.  

 

The rest of these motivations are like the candle. 

 

This negative one is like a blow torch. 
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It will eat you up fast.  But you can use it in small 

doses.  

 

One way that I've seen entrepreneurs use this is kind 

of like a revenge against their haters. 

 

If anyone ever said to you; 

 

“You're never going to do it, you're never going to 

make it. I don't believe in you or your amount to 

nothing!” 

 

And it could be from your childhood. It could be a 

teacher who said it or a sibling or a parent or 

whatever. You can use that.   

 

Fear can also be a great driver – fear of failure, 

fear of poverty, fear or loss. These can all be used 

(in short doses and short time frames) to activate 

huge actions and energy. 

 

Dark energy is a very, very powerful motivator, but 

be careful.  It will only get you so far and you 

can't let it dominate it. 
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Do not let it be the core thing that drives you. 

 

 

Motivation #7. Status 

 

 

 

 

At this point, your mind might be blown, because 

you're like; 

 

“Wow, I was only using the money motivation!” 

 

But already you can see the different levels in the 

Motivation-Mix and how effective this can be. 

 

This particular motivation is represented by a podium 

and it means; 

 

Status or winning. 
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So not the money, not the stuff, but just status.  

 

And again, people sometimes are negative on that.  

Like; 

 

“Oh, it's all egotistical, You just want to be loved 

and feel like the center of the world. You’re so 

vain!” 

 

But the fact is – this is a basic human need. We all 

want to be loved.  

 

We all want to be respected. We all want to be looked 

up to. So use that.  

 

Use that as a driver to get stuff done, to get 

motivated, to do more.   

 

Why not? It's there. Don't hide it away.   

 

And the last one is… 
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Motivation #8. The Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This one is about loving, or enjoying the process 

itself. 

 

Not because of what it does at the end, just because 

you want to master a thing. 

 

You want to get good at a process just for the sake 

of it. 

 

This is the very high levels of success are unlocked. 

 

When you care more about the process than the outcome 

your results go into the stratosphere. 
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If you are so busy checking the results at the end of 

the production line, then you are not perfecting the 

process are you? 

 

What To Do Next –  

The Sky’s The Limit! 

 

Each of these 8 motivations is like a spoke on a 

wheel.   

 

If you are missing one of these then that's not a 

wheel! 

 

Even if you're just missing a few of them, you're 

still going to end up with a clumpy, weird-looking 

wheel, which is not going let you travel through 

business very well.  

 

You really need ALL of these, but make them specific 

to you. The next time you feel lower motivation 

levels, you can look at this literally in 60 seconds, 

and get fired up again in an instant! 
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And – by getting these other motivations in place, 

you're making more of a difference and contributing 

more.  

 

You are becoming the person you need to become, to 

get the things you want to get. 

 

Shoot for the moon!! 

 

If You Enjoyed This PDF Please Share 

It And Follow Me On Telegram 

For More Success Secrets 
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